THE TYPICAL LOOP CHECK PROCESS...

The current system for executing loop checks and tracking the progress is very inefficient. The technician spends time identifying the location of field instruments. The data from this effort is entered at least twice and by different individuals.

...MADE EASIER WITH eStart®

Our digital commissioning tool, eStart, helps MAVERICK keep your project on track by making commissioning more efficient and giving you greater insight into our progress.

SAVES TIME

eStart’s Near Me feature locates nearby instruments and identifies which stage of commissioning they’re in. Digital folder creation not only reduces documentation time by up to 50%, but also keeps all electronic data at the technicians’ fingertips. And with fully-customizable checksheets, each project is custom-fit to your instruments and requirements.

REDUCES ERRORS

eStart automatically records the technician’s name, date and time stamp, eliminating the need for double documentation, transcribing errors and piles of paperwork. Document once and done.

REAL-TIME TRACKING

Every time a step is completed, eStart automatically records the data, giving real-time percent-complete updates so you’ll always know where we are in the process and how close we are to completion.